WKS – Nuclear Reactors / Accidents
Alchemists Dream, Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl & Fukushima
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Today we will read an article about the first nuclear reactor and watch videos detailing the accidents that
occurred at nuclear power plants. These videos and others can be found at my Nuclear Chemistry YouTube
playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzy4QGtywlo-r21ny8w3zfAuclqcAcUJC
I. Article: The Alchemist’s Dream
Read the attached article, “The Alchemist’s Dream” and answer the following questions
1. The first controlled fission reaction was set up at the University of Chicago. What basic substances made up
the pile?
Alternating layers of solid graphite bricks and bricks drilled out so they could contain two short, rounded
cylinders of compressed uranium oxide powder. There were rods of cadmium supported on wood
interspersed, and buckets of cadmium sulfide.
2. What was the purpose of the cadmium sulfide solution?
It was the “neutron fire extinguisher,” meant to slow the reaction if needed.
3. What was the purpose of the graphite?
To moderate (slow down) the speed of the neutrons so they could be captured by the uranium nuclei.
4. What material was used for the control rods?
Cadmium
II. Video: Three Mile Island (https://youtu.be/-6mpqbBORhA?t=42s, https://youtu.be/-NVlxVzMj5E)
5. What is the basic chain of events that occurred at the TMI power plant?
• Water accidentally gets into a valve control line; cooling pumps shut down
• Water pressure and temperature in core rise. The control rods are inserted to shut down the reactor.
• A relief valve opens but does not shut when needed and operators are unaware.
• Pressure in core drops, but readings incorrectly indicate H2O level rising, so operators shut off pumps
and let H2O out
• Relief valve finally closed, but core reaching 4000°, partially uncovered, but operators unaware due to
inadequate instruments.
• Pumps finally restarted, averting meltdown
6. What is the “China Syndrome” that was feared?
A core meltdown in which the molten core material melts through the bottom of the reactor to the ground
below, contaminating ground water and spreading nuclear waste miles around.
III. Video: Nova: Back to Chernobyl (Full Video @ https://youtu.be/e3FjkBozlu0)
7. Make a list of the basic things that went wrong in the Chernobyl power plant and led to the meltdown.
• Unit 4 scheduled to be shut down for maintenance; schedule test
• Staff drops power from 3200 MW, turn off emergency systems
• At 1600 MW operators set a regulator improperly, power drops to 30 MW
• Did not shut down reactor; tried to increase power by raising all but 6 control rods—lost control
• Operators blocked last safety signal and began test anyway
• Coolant water goes down—36 seconds later tried to drop in control rods, but reactor already too hot, 4½
seconds later pile exploded.

8. List and explain two structural/design factors make the Chernobyl power plant more dangerous than an
American power plant?
a) Reactor Design:
Graphite is used as the moderator and water as the coolant of an RBMK reactor, so when water level
drops, the reaction continues and gets out of control; In US reactors, water is also the moderator, so its
loss slows or stops the reaction
b) Reactor Structure:
The Soviet reactor did not have a containment building like US reactors do.

9. What is the purpose of the sarcophagus? Why was it necessary to build a new containment structure
(Chernobyl’s New Shield: https://youtu.be/nPO-7FaWFKA, Chernobyl’s New Shelter moves slowly into
place: https://youtu.be/zbpJqAlHJ6U)
The sarcophagus was built to keep the exposed remains of reactor 4 from further contaminating the
environment. Although supposedly built to last for decades, after 20 years it had been showing signs of
corrosion and potential collapse.

IV. Video: Understanding the Accident of Fukushima Daiichi NPS (https://youtu.be/JMaEjEWL6PU)
10. How did the original cause of the Fukushima disaster differ from TMI and Chernobyl?
The primary cause was a natural disaster rather than human error.

11. What is different about the Fukushima reactor?
It was a “boiling water reactor” in which the steam to drive the turbines is generated directly in the reactor
rather than by heat exchange with a secondary water system.

12. Why did the reactors overheat and experience a meltdown?
The emergency cooling systems did not work because the tsunami knocked out the electrical backup
systems. The cooling water overheated and eventually boiled away, exposing the core, which heated up
about 2300°C and melted.
13. What caused the reactors to explode?
Hydrogen gas (H2) was generated by reaction of Zn from the fuel cladding with H2O, which exploded when
it escaped from the containment structures and encountered O2.

